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Starting Point....
Working towards working together

§ Consultation in Stawell and Halls Gap identifying strengths, 
challenges, barriers and opportunities in June 2018

§ Members of the NGS participated in the Continuity of Early 
Learning Feb-April 2019

§ In July 2019 additional consultation was undertaken in Stawell.

§ In July and August,2019 the NGS and the Stawell Learning 
Alliance explored opportunities to renew their partnership with 
a view to establishing a leadership table.



The Northern Grampians By Five Project team experienced complex 
issues during the project.

This created challenges for people who had initiated the project or 
came into the project part way through. 

Despite COVID-19, the project team continued to work towards 
building the foundation of an early years’ collaboration.



Thinking back 
Key people moved on soon after plans were in place.

The role of local government in the Principal network is a slow 
burn; with a focus on rebuilding the partnership.

Networks are important in understanding the emerging needs 
of the community.



Challenges

§ Intra and interagency  issues hindered building positive 
connections and collaboration between agencies.

§ Changing leadership and staff turnover. 

§ COVID-19



Enablers
§ The Continuity of Early Learning program

§ The Halls Gap consultation provided NGS with a lot of information they 
didn’t know previously.

§ Creation of the NGS Early Years position was influenced by the project; it 
helped to focus the co-ordination role.

§ NGS and Stawell Regional Health now have a permanent spot at the table 
meeting with schools; working across agency boundaries.

§ The Shire has learnt a lot about the needs of schools and is mindful of 
keeping the commitments it makes.

§ Initiation of the EY stakeholders coming together.



Thinking about….
§ It’s hard work to put it all together.

§ It’s a shift….to do differently with different resources; 
innovate at the edges. 

§ The need to work on the foundation, know the stakeholders, 
gain trust.

§ Strong knowledge of past and emerging effort to build the 
foundation will influence what’s going forward.

§ Persistence, perseverance and commitment to families has 
been built and shows through.

§ We have made progress.



Success

§ Willingness to learn and engage

§ The establishment of the NGS Head of Early  Years 
position.

§ The positive relationship with the  Stawell Principal 
Network and Stawell Regional Health. Finding a way 
to say YES!

§ Improved relationship with DET  and EYM’s

§ Project consultation has provided opportunities to 
know more about the Halls Gap community and 
possible options for meaningful engagement.
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